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Existing IT architectures are not designed to deliver insight
securely and in real time
Implicit latency
Significant complexity
Heightened security risks
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Legacy Approaches

Negative

BUSINESS VALUE

Positive

Can result in poor, if not harmful decisions
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Action taken
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Competition and Pace Have Changed
New competitors challenge traditional
business
•

Largest hospitality business does not own a single hotel
room

•

Largest car service does not own a single car

•

Fintechs’ provide differentiated services to broader
demographics

The pace has quickened
•

Fraud tactics evolve rapidly

•

Every second of IT downtime means lost opportunity

Traditional organizations have constraints
•

Labor and cost controls

•

Profitability guidelines

•

Existing infrastructure
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What is Machine Learning?
Computers that learn without being explicitly programmed

Data



Perform
Analysis

Provide
Actionabl
e Insight

Identifies patterns in historical data, not readily seen
by humans



Builds behavioral models from these patterns



Scores or predicts behavior/makes recommendations
Repeat
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Why Machine Learning?

Agile organizations convert insight into opportunity

› Truly tap into your rich vein of historical system of record information and mine it to
discover insights and generate predictive models to take advantage of all the data you
are capturing
› This means that instead of looking into the past for generating reports, businesses can
predict what will happen in the future based on analysis of their existing data
› Predicting the future means things like
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Personalizing every client interaction, cross sell/upsell at the time of transaction
Detecting fraud before a transaction completes
Driving down internal costs and reducing corporate risk
Extending demographic reach, customer categorization
... and infinite others all meant to increase your revenue and disrupt your competition
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But There Are Challenges…

Data scientists
are the superheroes and unicorns of today's business.
But data scientists are only human, and they are
reaching the limits of productivity with current
processes.
Published date: 02/11/2016 Source: Forrester
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The Traditional Machine Learning Process
Create, deploy and manage behavioral models

Requires significant
human intervention to
create, deploy, and
manage
The need for machine learning is surpassing the resources to optimize its use
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Machine Learning for z/OS Provides Full Lifecycle
Management for Faster ROI
▪
▪
▪

End-to-end framework for ML in an enterprise environment
Leverage open source framework algorithms for accessibility of skills
Drastically simplifies workflow and assists with each step of the process from UI, data prep,
model selection, parameter selection, deployment and most importantly monitoring for
continuous feedback

Data

Data
Prep

ML Algo

Tools for Coder and NonCoders
Automatic Data
Preparation
Data Visualization

Model

Cognitive Assistant for
Data Scientists (CADS)
Hyper Parameter
Optimization (HPO)

Deploy

Predict
& Monitor

Multiple Deployment
Options
Multi-version Support
High Available Online
Scoring

Data
Gravity
Leverage current data
for improved insights
Data-in-place for
efficiency and more
frequent model
refresh
Optimized
deployment at point
of transaction

Model Management & Governance

Continuous Monitoring
and Feedback Loop
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Machine Learning for z/OS Two-Tier Architecture
z/OS

MLz components on Linux (on

LDAP

x86 or z)

IBM Machine Learning Portal
Integrated
tools UI
Projects / Visual
(Jupyter
Notebook/
Rstudio)

Model Builders /
Model Management UI

Admi
n
Dashboard

Machine Learning
Microservices
R
R
runtim
runtim
e R
runtime
e

R
R
runtim
runtim
Jupyter
eServer
e

Db2 10 for z/OS or above

CICS
TS
z/OSM
F

Built-in
Spark
Cluster

RACF or LDBM or others

MLz components
on z/OS
Online Scoring
Service
Jupyter Kernel
Gateway
with
Apache Toree
ML libs

IBM
Open Data
Analytics
for
z/OS
Data sets
on z/OS
(Db2, IMS,
VSAM, SMF,
Log, etc)

Apache Toree
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Training Models with Data In-Place
Philosophy for model creation

› Train models where data resides

Machine Learning for z/OS supports

› Training models on Z
‐ With IBM Open Data Analytics for z/OS (IzODA)
–
–
–

If the majority of the training data is from z/OS
If the training data on z/OS cannot be offloaded for security or latency reason
Ability to access various types of data on z/OS: Db2, IMS, VSAM, SMF, SYSLOG

–
–
–

If the majority of the training data is outside of z/OS, and
the training data set is not large <1G
Can add spark work resource through “add compute node” feature

› Training models off Z
‐ With built-in Spark cluster

› With external Spark cluster
‐ If the majority of the training data is outside of z/OS
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Examples – Creating Models with Programming IDE or Wizard
Program in Python or Scala to
create models and use IBM MLz
libraries for automatically data
preparation and model selection

Visual Model Builder is a wizard to
guide “citizen data scientists” to
create a model step by step
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Visual Model Builder – Model Selection

Select model
with greatest
accuracy
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Visual Model Builder – Mode Monitoring Dashboard
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The Machine Learning on Z Scoring Service
Our philosophy for model deployment & scoring
• Deploy the model at where the application runs
• The application scores against the deployed model to get a prediction

Machine Learning for z/OS supports
•
•
•
•

SPARK models
MLeap models
Python Scikit-Learn models
PMML models (via import into MLz)

The scoring request can be done through
1.
2.

A RESTful API scoring call
An in-transaction scoring call
– Use a CICS LINK command in the CICS COBOL application to make the online scoring call for Spark, Mleap, PMML models
– Simple, CICS COBOL application development
– Utilize CICS container and channel features for the input and output
– No need to construct JSON input for scoring request
– No need to parse JSON output from scoring result

www.siriuscom.com
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What If You Could Look at New Ways of…
Customer risk scoring
Credit monitoring

IT outage prediction

Spending Patterns

Risk detection

Personalized promotions

Fraud detection

Call center optimization

Customer retention

Credit increase worthiness

Dispute detection

Identity management

With your rich transactional and historical data. While…
Gaining the benefits of data gravity, high security
and resiliency
Minimizing latency, costs and complexity
associated with data movement
Leveraging existing people, processes and
infrastructure
www.siriuscom.com

Improving data quality and governance
Applying the same resiliency to machine
learning as your operational applications
Combining structured & unstructured
data from z and non-z data sources
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Building Smarter Applications with Machine Learning
A large insurer that provides financial planning, insurance, investments and banking products to members

Their business challenges

Latency – takes a long time to ETL Z data off the platform
• Data scientists using old/stale data
Takes months to operationalize models
No model management capabilities
• No model versioning or monitoring

Results
• Successfully deployed MLz (and the Db2 Analytics Accelerator)
• Data scientist team built a python model to predict an auto insurance claim for bodily
injuries > $300K (want to be better prepared for large claims coming down the
pipeline)
• With IDAA, they were able to process queries and access data which used to take
several hours in under 5 seconds, advancing their strategy to bring analytics to their
data on Z

Why Machine Learning for z/OS?
• With much of their customer data on
Db2 for z/OS and IMS, they wanted a
solution that allowed them direct
access to IBM Z data in real time
• They had a strong data science team,
but they needed an enterprise grade
data science and machine learning
platform that can scale

• Successfully proved model life cycle management & online scoring capabilities as
part of the machine learning solution
• Received help from the IBM data scientist elite team
www.siriuscom.com
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Optimized Business Results with Machine Learning
A very large United States bank

Business Challenge
•

Fraud Detection
• At the same Time, a LOB was looking to for a more flexible and scalable option to deploy
current and future credit card fraud detection models built by their data scientists
• Goal is to be able to score in-transaction (in CICS) and meet < 5 MS SLA (round trip to scoring
service)
• MLz Development worked with the client to tune our scoring service down to 2 – 4 MS

•

System Health
• For a large multinational bank, outages are costly
• In 2017, they experienced five outages in three months
• They saw an opportunity for machine learning to predict potential issues and to prevent
those issues from taking down their system.
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System Health Tree Solution Template (ITOA)
Built using data from customer PoCs plus our own intimate knowledge of Db2 performance
–

The bank implemented an application change and 31 hours later, received an error message indicating below bar memory
constraints

–

Goal of PoC

–

•

Detect issue before client was able to do so with existing technology
and resources

•

Drill down capability for root cause analysis

•

Visualize health status with System Health Tree application

Domain expertise applied to select KPIs
•

From 148 KPIs, 53 showed abnormal behavior

•

Eliminating “duplicates” yielded 30 KPIs selected for monitoring
on System Health Tree

•

Determined system issues 24 hours before outage...
it could have been avoided
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ML and the Changing Role of the Operational/Administrative Staff
Integrating ML into operations will mean many changes
–

Self-tuning / self-managing systems

–
–
–
–
–
–

Query optimization, Rebinds, Memory allocation, Utility optimization - Reorg, Runstats, Copy
Automatic anomaly detection
Outage prevention
Workload growth predictions
Workload elapsed time predictions
Knowledge is not lost with reduction in skilled staff

Usage analysis – “under the curve”
– Am I within the “norm”?
– Is anyone else using this function or am I the first?
– Is anyone else at this maintenance or function level?
– What are the most common parameter settings?
– What’s the average buffer pool size, how many buffer pools and what are the most common thresholds?

www.siriuscom.com
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ML Hub – Learn from the Best Minds in the Industry
•

Learn how machine learning can drive efficiency, accelerate businesses
and solve complex problems

•

Collaborate with IBM machine learning specialists using machine learning to drive insights into your
business
–

Model Testing, Data Manipulation, Feature Engineering, Prediction Quality, Interpretation,
Framework Configuration, Rule & Model Optimization, and more

•

Learn about and use IBM’s latest innovations in machine learning

•

Locations in San Jose, Stuttgart, Toronto, Bangalore, and Beijing

•

For more information, visit IBM Machine Learning Hub on the web.

www.siriuscom.com
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IBM Machine Learning
Platform-agnostic functionality with the same look and feel across multiple deployments

Integrates the most popular open source tools such as Spark, Python, R, Jupyter and Scala with IBM
leading edge ML technology

Machine Learning for
IBM Cloud

Machine Learning for
IBM DSX

Machine Learning
for z/OS®

Develop anywhere, deploy anywhere, score anywhere
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The Distinct Value of Analytics on Z
Transform transactions into action in micro-moments

The benefits are indisputable:
 Move compute to the data (Data Gravity)
 Industry leading encryption and security
 Resiliency on operational analytics as transactional
applications
 Combine insight from any platform
 Leverage existing people, processes and infrastructure

Enabling:






Personalize every interaction
Convert insight into opportunity and opportunity into revenue
Automatically identify and minimize risk
Disrupt the competition and the disrupters
Drive down costs
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IBM Machine Learning for z/OS
Govern, Manage, Algorithm Assist…

Ingest

Explore

Prep

Train

Live!

Deploy

Monitor, Feedback

IBM Open Data Analytics for z/OS

Python
Optimized Data Integration Layer

Merchant

Pauseless GC
SIMD
instructions

Transaction

32 TB
Memory

Customer

Pervasive
Encryption
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THANK YOU

